Mistaken for UFOs, Rogue Drones Pose Potential Threat to National Security

A recent House panel congressional hearing on unidentified flying objects (UFOs) reveals Pentagon officials place the number of “unidentified aerial phenomena” (UAP) reported by pilots and service members has grown to about 400.

The Defense Department has been tracking reports and officials say...
US Government Warns Against Hiring North Korean Tech Workers

The FBI and other U.S. government agencies are warning businesses to avoid hiring remote IT workers based in or from North Korea.

In a joint statement from the U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Department of the Treasury, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the agencies note they have seen Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK, a.k.a. North Korea) information technology (IT) workers trying to...

The Future of Security in Education: Unpacking Access Control

Sponsored By: ACRE

Obtaining access to safe education is a critical part of life and one of humanity's most essential needs. Because the lives of so many individuals depend upon being in school facilities, preserving security and safety in school buildings is of the highest importance to staff, students, and parents. Unfortunately, we often notice that the security desired in these situations is not always ensured. Many security solution providers have advanced their products to face...
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Save the Date: ISC East 2022

Taking place November 16-17 at the Javits Center in New York City, the International Security Conference & Exposition – also known as ISC East – is the Northeast's leading security & public safety event, hosted in collaboration with premier sponsor Security Industry Association (SIA) and in partnership with ASIS NYC.

Each year, in order to keep our communities safe and secure, security dealers, installers, integrators, and consultants, along with corporate, government and law enforcement/first responder practitioners, convene in New York City to network, learn and evaluate the latest technologies and solutions from premier exhibiting brands. The combination of one-on-one conversations with top innovators, high-quality special events, and cutting-edge education and training, make ISC East the most comprehensive East Coast event to guide the industry in getting back to business.

Sign up below to be the first to know when registration opens, or contact your ISC Sales Representative for more information regarding booth space availability, sponsorship opportunities & more.

SIGN UP TODAY

CONTACT US TODAY
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